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NEW QUESTION: 1
What data does a Reducer reduce method process? Reference:
Yahoo! Hadoop Tutorial, Module 4:
MapReduce
A. All data produced by a single mapper.
B. All the data in a single input file.
C. All data for a given value, regardless of which mapper(s)
produced it.
D. All data for a given key, regardless of which mapper(s)
produced it.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three types of traffic are allowed by IEEE 802.1X access
control prior to getting authenticated?
(Choose three.)
A. CDP
B. VTP
C. ARP
D. STP
E. HTTP
F. EAPOL
Answer: A,D,F
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Until the client is authenticated, IEEE 802.1x access control
allows only Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN
(EAPOL), Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP), and Spanning Tree
Protocol (STP) traffic through the port to which the client is
connected. After authentication, normal traffic passes through
the port.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/lan/catalyst3750/
software/release/15- 0_2_se/
configuration/guide/scg3750/sw8021x.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Architect notices that there are many duplicate Account
records and numerous sharing rules created in Salesforce.What
would be the reason?
A. The Organization-Wide Default for the Account object is
Public Read/Write.
B. The Organization-Wide Default for the Account object is
Public Read-Only.
C. The Organization-Wide Default for the Account object is
Private.
D. The Object permissions for the Account object are Create,
Read, and Edit.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Virus scanning and content inspection of SMIME encrypted e-mail
without doing any further processing is:
A. It is possible only if X509 Version 3 certificates are used
B. Only possible with key recovery scheme of all user keys
C. It is possible only by "brute force" decryption
D. Not possible
Answer: D
Explanation:
Content security measures presumes that the content is
available in cleartext on the central mail server.
Encrypted emails have to be decrypted before it can be filtered
(e.g. to detect viruses), so you need the decryption key on the
central "crypto mail server".
There are several ways for such key management, e.g. by message
or key recovery methods. However, that would certainly require
further processing in order to achieve such goal.
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